Sunday, August 10, 2014

2:23 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-10-14 Key West News - about the theft of Greg's Miami Sun
Tricycle. I "One" wheeled it (like a Unicycle) up to Saint
Mary Star of the Sea Catholic Church at 2 pm Sat. Left 5 notes
on it... Help senior 66 needs... 4 pm got back and trike was
gone. I went to Cop Shop with picture of trike and city lic
number. So its reported. In my Autobiography dramatic
scene Black Men cutting the cable in the Saint Marys Star of
the Sea Catholic Church parking lot at 3 pm sat... then going
to their Baptist Church after stealing Greg Bike... this will be
in the movie... and the Black Baptists Minister will say
forgive them God... No Hell No Hell... sick, this Black Minister
would leave you for dead after stealing your bike or purse!
iApps for Black Mens lobotomy, if it works put it in his water!!
Mandy Miles in the Sunday Citizen Newspaper... "Words of
Warning" 19 going on 9 years... "girl talk" act your age... CIA
with $777 Trillion they should have pulled off the 4 MD Wives
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with $777 Trillion they should have pulled off the 4 MD Wives
Coup in 1980 with the Euphoria of the invention of the
ElectricWindmillCar when mile long lines were at every gas
station in the USA... now all we can look back on is all the
women sucker punched by a Black Man robbing a gas
station! Artile from the Atlantic "Black Men Need More
Education to Get the Same Jobs" by Margaret Barthel...
Margaret must know the 13 worst swear words as Black men
on the job swear M_F... 1 trillion times a day Black Men
scream as you walk by Mother Fucker! Sick!!
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!

8-10-14 "Iraq Airstrikes May Continue for Months, Obama
Says" By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and TIM ARANGO NY Times...
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!! Grimm Breast
Cancer Dead at Arlington this is a Pentagon niche War
Crime... Internet War app nouveau riche Pentagons around
the world all worth $777 Trillion each!
8-10-14 McCain Says this Iraq Airstrikes War is the "Richest
on Both Sides Spending $777 Trillion" Nobel for McCain
selling Nobel invented + patent detonator used with
dynamite and nitroglycerin. H @ -254 C can get someone A
Nobel just add "Earth Dust + a detonator" to H @ -254 C an
iApp with all of Nobels Research for you to search with a
trillion dollar inventsomething Search Engine iApp.
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!! War Reperations
salary for Medical Students more than West Point Cadets!
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!! War Reperations 1
Billion MacBookPro's pre-loaded with 1,001 IP
8-10-14 Nouveau riche are the "OIL Men" after the invention
of the 1980 laser guided ElectricWindmillFord... if Jimmy
Carter + Kennedy didn't suppress it the "New Rich" would
have been the ElectricWindmillCar people!
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!
8-10-14 Nouveau riche (French: “new rich” rich people who
acquired their wealth within their own generation. The
equivalent English term is the new rich or new money (in
contrast with "old money").[1] Sociologically, nouveau riche
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contrast with "old money").[1] Sociologically, nouveau riche
describes the man or woman who previously had belonged to
a lower social class and economic stratum (rank) within
that class; and that the new money—which constitutes his or
her wealth—allowed upward social mobility and provided
the means for conspicuous consumption, the buying of goods
and services that signal membership in an upper class. As a
pejorative term, nouveau riche effects distinctions of type, the
given stratum within a social class; hence, among the rich
people of a social class, nouveau riche describes the vulgarity
and ostentation of the new-rich man and woman who lack
the worldly experience and the system of values of Old Money,
of inherited wealth, such as the patriciate and the gentry.
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!
8-10-14 "Iraq Airstrikes May Continue for Months, Obama
Says" By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and TIM ARANGO NY Times...
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!
8-10-14 "Hillary Clinton: 'Failure' to Help Syrian Rebels Led
to the Rise of ISIS" Jeffrey Goldberg The Atlantic.
8-10-14 "Hillary Clinton: 'Failure' to Help "Bury Breast
Cancer Women at Arlington" + Hillary's Failure to let Greg +
4 MD wives in Key West work on a Rx cure by brainstorming
24/7 Let to the Rise of 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today! Rx
Cure put it in the water if it works! Failure by Hillary to get
this invented!
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!
8-10-14 "Hillary Clinton: 'Failure' to Help Syrian Rebels Led
to the Rise of ISIS" Jeffrey Goldberg The Atlantic.
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!
8-10-14 "Iraq Airstrikes May Continue for Months, Obama
Says" By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and TIM ARANGO NY Times...
8-10-14 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat... Today!!

8-10-14 15 Billion People on Earth is the case for or
against...
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against...
MD Driven...

MD Driven...
8-10-14 Nuclear weapons trash incinerator, MIT grads iApp
for "Trash + Toilet Incinerator. Fueled by H @ -254 C 1
Trillion NASA Made Cans Free... War Reperations 800 Fiery
Cop Car Crashes... Iraq and Kuwait War Reperations for 800
Fiery Cop Car Crashes, not by Hillary, McCain, Kerry, Bush,
Obama pays white cops burned writing a ticket to a drunk
black man...
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black man...
iPad with built in iPhone7s... Drop cam iApp for the Dentists
NO More Dentures for the Next Generation of kids world
wide!! Dash Dropcam Cops direct traffic, you if you are the
one cutting in and out of traffic... School children typically
are unaware of neuroscience as an emerging field "that
involves medicine, biology, engineering, a whole range of
disciplines that come together," he says. "Increasing their
sophistication and tools in this discipline early will be a
hallmark of the next generation of brain scientists."

After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is HERE... 4 USA MD
Wives Coup D'Etat... Will Make your Hospital Feel Like a
Fighter Jet.
8-9-14 $777 Trillion dollar emails written by Steve Jobs of
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8-9-14 $777 Trillion dollar emails written by Steve Jobs of
Apple. What is in the emails Steve Jobs wrote about the
suppression of the ElectricWindmillCar for $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues? Steve Jobs and the Laser-guided
electricwindmillFord Escort would be terrific emails written
by Steve Jobs, and the purchase of Starbucks for the AppleStarbucks Store! The blunt emails of Mr. Jobs, an
unquestioned genius, could prove to be his company’s
undoing. About hiring and not hiring engineers. The AppleStarbucks Stores will have both Apple + Starbucks Marrying
UP, as the AppleTech's will write iApps on the spot before her
coffee got cold and all 100K of them will make $ DOUBLE
what Apple Engineers make at HQ! 800th Fiery Cop Car
Crash, No Pictures on Google as Bush Prohibited Google CEO
from posting these after Greg has posted Officer Jason's burns
1 Trillion times on the web! Google CEO emails about 800
Fiery Cop Car Crashes... Judge koh... Key West Admiral's
emails on 800 Fiery Cop Car Crashes... war crimes by Stupid
Criminals!
8-9-14 Key West News - about the theft of 2 Wheels off my 3
Wheel trike, 7 am yesterday Black Man at my bike with a
rubber made wheel barrow large black one industries use.
He wanted the rest of my Miami Sun Bike told him $300 No...
He said he knows the Black Man that stole my 2 Wheels but
would not tell me. I read him, as in how to spot a dangerous
man, and this black man I was talking to would leave you
for Dead! and take your bike or purse in a second if he
thought he could get away Scott Free! I will have more to say
and post about Black Men in Key West who would leave you
for dead after taking your purse! Pictures of them too! I took
my 1 wheel Miami Sun Trike up to Saint Mary's Star of the
Sea church about 5 blocks away. I balanced it on 1 wheel
and got it up there and put a few more notes, HELP Greg get
my 2 wheels back from the thief!

8-9-14 Judge Koh has no comments on the $1 Trillion in a
Swiss Bank in her Name... Kickbacks from $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues!
8-9-14 $100 a hour Personal Trainer... "Things Rich OIL
People Do: Spend $214,000 on a pure gold shirt"
8-9-14 $100 a hour Personal Trainer... "Things Rich OIL
People Do: Spend $214,000 on a pure Bottle of Wine"
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People Do: Spend $214,000 on a pure Bottle of Wine"
8-9-14 $100 a hour Personal Trainer... "Things Rich OIL
People Do: Spend $1 Trillion on a Palace for the Saudi
Arabia Princes... 100's of Princes! Secret + Classified as your
$4 gas paid for the Saudi Prince's $1 Trillion dollar Palace!
8-9-14 Things Rich Pentagons Do: Spend $777 Trillion on
"Laser Guided Bombs" that cost $100 Million Each.
8-9-14 Things 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Do: "Laser-guided
electricwindmillFord Escort. $777 Trillion.
Appointed to the federal court in 2010, Judge Koh is the first
Asian-American district judge in the Northern District of
California. Before becoming a federal judge, she was a judge
for the Superior Court of California for Santa Clara County.
She also worked in Washington for the Senate Judiciary
Committee and later for the Justice Department.
8-9-14 Things 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat Do: "Laser-guided
electricwindmillFord Escort. $777 Trillion.
8-9-14 Justice Dept. has not comments on.... 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat!
8-9-14 Judge Koh has no comments on the $1 Trillion in a
Swiss Bank in her Name... Kickbacks from $777 Trillion in
Oil Revenues!
“A settlement that is more in the $777 trillions-dollar
ballpark would likely be viewed by the court as within the
zone of reasonableness” Court at the New French Revolution
by 4 MD Wives Coup on $777 Trillion in Oil Revenues!
Judge Lucy H. Koh of the United States District Court in San
Jose rejected as insufficient a proposed $324 million
settlement in a class-action antitrust case that accused
leading tech companies of agreeing not to poach one
another’s engineers.
8-9-14 Personal Trainer at Paradise Fitness for "Gary the
Carpenter" both "Gone with the Wind" for the Laser Guided
ElectricwindmillFord Escort and the "steel Shipping
Containers" for "Futuristic Homes" in Key West as "Old Town"
home owners want the newest iApps and to Hell with Keys
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home owners want the newest iApps and to Hell with Keys
Power for Electricity. Double savings as H @-254 C generates
the electricity and runs the H A/C which is $500 month for
"old Town" homes! Termite Tent over your neighbors wooden
house means his termites will run to your house, So Gary the
Carpenter is Gone with the Wind, Gary end the personal
trainer at Paradise Fitness. Futuristic Paradise Fitness will
put your Frontal Lobe in Paradise! With the Fan blowing
more Fans of Greg + 4 MD Wives next invention your can
watch, train how to invent something for free not $100 a
hour!
8-9-14 iApps, 1,001 IP, Rx Drugs, Personal Trainer,
Development of the Inventor's iApps....
8-9-14 iApps, 1,001 IP, Rx Drugs, Personal Trainer,
Development of the Inventor's iApps....
8-9-14 Rx Drugs and the Development of Bodybuilding....
8-9-14 iApps, 1,001 IP, Rx Drugs, Personal Trainer,
Development of the Inventor....
8-9-14 $100 a hour Personal Trainer, in the Development of
Bodybuilding.... "Niche"
8-9-14 $100 a hour MD... "Target Heart Rate" is her iApp
Obese Majority don't believe Your Target Heart Rate for 30
mins a day... and all the rest of this "Heart" at Paradise
Fitness. Why?
8-9-14 $100 a hour Personal Trainer, Run...tastic Orbit Is
Everything You Need In A Fitness Tracker iWatch
8-9-14 iApps, 1,001 IP, Rx Drugs, Personal Trainer,
Development of the Inventor.... "Mass Market" 777 Trillion
Inventors working with 4 MD wives on 1,001 IP.
8-9-14 iApps, 1,001 IP, Rx Drugs, Personal Trainer,
Development of the Inventor's iApps....
Judge Lucy H. Koh of the United States District Court in San
Jose rejected as insufficient a proposed $324 million
settlement in a class-action antitrust case that accused
leading tech companies of agreeing not to poach one
another’s engineers.
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another’s engineers.
In the world depicted in the court papers, the valley
executives feared Mr. Jobs, who died in 2011, and did their
best to placate him, even at the expense of their own
businesses.
For instance, Sergey Brin, Google’s co-founder, was quoted as
testifying that Mr. Jobs’s view seemed to be that people
shouldn't’t upset him.
Things that appeared to upset him, Mr. Brin said, “would be
hiring, you know — whatever.” And Eric Schmidt, then
Google’s chief executive, said: “Steve was unhappy, and Steve’s
unhappiness absolutely influenced the change we made in
recruiting practice.” At one point, Mr. Jobs got a Google
recruiter terminated for attempting to hire from Apple.
Appointed to the federal court in 2010, Judge Koh is the first
Asian-American district judge in the Northern District of
California. Before becoming a federal judge, she was a judge
for the Superior Court of California for Santa Clara County.
She also worked in Washington for the Senate Judiciary
Committee and later for the Justice Department.
She has overseen many of the most prominent tech-related
cases, including the big patent fights between Apple and
Samsung Electronics. She has built a reputation for keeping
strict control of her courtroom, showing no hesitation to
challenge even the most powerful lawyers when she feels they
are involved in shenanigans.

iPad with built in iPhone7s... Drop cam iApp for the Dentists
NO More Dentures for the Next Generation of kids world
wide!! Dash Dropcam Cops direct traffic, you if you are the
one cutting in and out of traffic... School children typically
are unaware of neuroscience as an emerging field "that
involves medicine, biology, engineering, a whole range of
disciplines that come together," he says. "Increasing their
sophistication and tools in this discipline early will be a
hallmark of the next generation of brain scientists."
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After the ElectricWindmillFord Escort is HERE... 4 USA MD
Wives Coup D'Etat... Will Make your Hospital Feel Like a
Fighter Jet.
8-8-14 Hell, the 1980 Model ElectricwindmillCar + the 1980
model F-18. Top Brass let cops + kids burn in fiery cop car
crashes not designing a "Laser-guided electricwindmillFord
Escort. $777 Trillion for MIT Made laser guided bombs while
Boston kids teeth rot from no Laser Dentistry!
8-8-14 Hell, THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times have all sold
their Soul for $777 Trillion dollars and a new 55 Story NY
Times building... built years before the Yale Key West Medical
School, this is a war crime!
8-8-14 $777 Trillion... $4 gas No
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8-8-14 $777 Trillion... $4 gas No
ElectricWindmillCar!"Preventing a Slaughter in Iraq" By The
New York Times, THE EDITORIAL BOARD. THE EDITORIAL
BOARD writes up Saint Jude Childrens Cancer Hospital Holocaust II via Poison Gasoline Exhaust this should have
been on the front page of the NY Times Today. 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat. THE EDITORIAL BOARD NY Times have all sold
their Soul for $777 Trillion dollars and a new 55 Story NY
Times building... built years before the Yale Key West Medical
School, this is a war crime!
8-8-14 Here’s how F-18s likely targeted Islamic State forces in
Iraq... jets dropped 500-pound laser-guided bombs on their
targets. Hell, the 1980 Model ElectricwindmillCar + the 1980
model F-18. Top Brass let cops + kids burn in fiery cop car
crashes not designing a "Laser-guided electricwindmillFord
Escort. This is a war crime for every year the
electricwindmillcar was suppressed, from 1980 to Today!
8-8-14 Hell, Iraq’s bloodthirsty Sunni extremists$$$$$ want
the same oil money the Pentagon wants for MIT War Toys!
Laser dentists can obtain clean, fast digital impressions in a
few minutes using a laser scanner in the mouth. This laser
scanning technology is not only extremely precise when
“capturing” all of the details of a patient’s smile, but is also
as safe as the check-out scanner at a grocery store. All who
check out at Publix will get a laser scan as "Public Health"
from... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
8-8-14 Texas Oil $ Moneythirsty Bush, Kerry, Heinz, McCain,
Clinton, Jimmy Carter + Wive Bloodthirsty for Money! Jimmy
Carter didn't prevent a slaughter of 800 Fiery Cop Car
Crashes... A War Crime by Jimmy Carter + Wife, motive was
$777 Trillion in Oil Revenues from suppressing the
ElectricWindmillCar.
iPad with built in iPhone7s... Drop cam iApp for the Dentists
NO More Dentures for the Next Generation of kids world
wide!! Dash Dropcam Cops direct traffic, you if you are the
one cutting in and out of traffic... School children typically
are unaware of neuroscience as an emerging field "that
involves medicine, biology, engineering, a whole range of
disciplines that come together," he says. "Increasing their
sophistication and tools in this discipline early will be a
hallmark of the next generation of brain scientists."
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hallmark of the next generation of brain scientists."
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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